
 
Enhanced Field Trip Options 

Tinkering with Linkages: Engineering Design (Grades: K - 5) 

A great way for students to explore engineering and design concepts. Create a moving sculpture using 
commonly found materials. By attaching linkages, these sculptures will make a series of complex 
motions using a single power source. Options include animal sculptures, robotic arms, or machines 
based on grade level. Grade K – 1: Engineering design utilizing simple machines; Grades 2 – 3: Integrate 
robotics with Lego Technic; Grades 4 – 5: Coding and robotics with Lego We-Do.  

Cranky Contraptions: Engineering Design (Grades: 1 - 3) 

Design and build your own moving toy. Construct a simple machine, then add a crank and materials to 
put your toy in motion. Create your own unique kinetic sculpture, then turn the handle and watch your 
creation twirl and move up and down. 

Plaster Sculpture: The Science of Art (Grades: K - 3) 

Investigate the science of sculpture, learn about the history of the material, observe the chemistry of 
plaster, and tap into your inner artist as you explore three-dimensional thinking! Children will design, 
construct, and paint a plaster sculpture while learning concepts such as shape, form, and self-
expression. 

Printmaking: The Technology of Art (Grades: K - 3) 

Discover the magical medium of relief printmaking. Learn how this technological invention 
revolutionized society. Explore the science of materials as students follow a series of steps, discover 
specialized art tools, build new vocabulary, and hone gross and fine motor skills while using design to 
create a print. 

DIY String Art: Math (Grades: 1 - 3) 

You can do it yourself! Create a 3-D artwork which explores sequencing and geometry while building 
fine and gross motor skills. Learn to use a hammer, tie knots, and create a beautiful design. This class 
combines building skills, math concepts, and art. 

 


